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Husky tools warranty canada

GUARANTEE RETURN CUSTOMER SERVICE PROCEDURE AT (800) 325-3558, via Fax at (636) 825-7300, or e-mail us to sales@husky.com and this information receives a Return Stock Market (RGA) number required before each return: A) Proof of purchase. B) State issues or reasons for returning. C) Wrapping slide number of
returned shipment. Clearly mark the RGA number on the outside of all boxes and on the wrapping slide. This information is required in order for Husky Corporation to efficiently process the return. Transportation costs for delivery to Husky Corporation must be prepared by distributors/senders. The Husky Quality Assurance Department will
assess the return product. If secured on receipts, tests will be run and methods to meet warranty requirements will be determined. If product is not guaranteed on receipt, the distributor will contact and advise reasons why the warranty was not allowed. Husky will grant five (5) business days to the sender to respond if products should be
returned. If after this time Husky receives no answers, the product will be the draft. NOTE No warranty consideration will be provided for the following conditions: A) Proof missing / unable to confirm. B) Proof of abuse, damage or use of excess force. C) Missing parts or components. D) Proof of repair or rebuild by others. E) Proof of
corrosion. RETURN TO STOCK PROCEDURES We will always try to work with the distributors on product returns for credit or replacement. Before shipping, the Customer Service Department advises to receive an RGA number and approval to send back useless products. Products will not be accepted without approval prior to returning.
Products returned need to be actual freight catalogs, less than a year old, and reality. Pieces (i.e. partner, hand guard, guard for waffl and splash guards) are not returning. NOTE Restore charges of twenty (20) percent of current pricing distributors will be applied to cover the normal costs of handling, testing and inspection of products.
Regulation GUARANTEE Husky Corporation will, within its options, repair, replace, or credit the purchase cost of any BJE product, assessed to be defective resulting from material problems and/or working for a period of a (1) year. BJE's breaking housing will be covered for a lifetime from material problems and/or work. Shoppers must
return their products to Husky, prepared transportation charges. The warranty excluded damage due to dysfunction, failure to follow the manufacturer's installation, operation or maintenance instructions and guidelines, unprecedented modification or changes, abuse, or misuse. The guaranteed provisions here apply only to original buyers
who use the equipment for commercial or industrial purposes. There are no other merchant guarantees, the ability to or otherwise, and any other guarantees of these are here specifically stated. Husky is supposed to have no responsibility for labor charges or other expenses made by purchasing incidents of the service, adjustment, repair,
return, removal or replacement of the products. Husky is not responsible for any losses (including losses in profits or profits) made by the buyer during the time needed to repair the equipment. Husky supposed to have no responsibility for any incident, consequences, or other damage under any warranties, express or implied, and all of
those responsibilities are here to express exclude. Husky reserves the right to change or improve the design of any Broken Oil Filter, Tank Alarms, Tank Gauges, Overfill Alarms, Overfill Accessories, Air Lock-Off Valves, Solenoid Valves, and Electronic Valve Valve without suppose any obligation to modify any Husky Filter Break Oil, Tank
Alarms, Tank Gauges, Overfill Alarms, Overfill Accessories, Air Close-Off Valvs , Solenoid Valvs, and Electronic Dren Valvs already manufactured. Items repaired by Husky Corporation will have a 90-day warranty from date of repair. The lifetime guarantee on Husky tools covers product failures associated with the lines of hand tools, as
of 2015. Husky's life guarantee also extends to several warehouse products. A full list of these and other Husky products can be found on the Home Depot website. Specific hand tools covered by Husky's life guarantee include double, wrenches, ratches, hammers, sockets, plumbing tools, brak and multi-tools. Storage products covered
by the warranty include garage wall, floor and base cabinet, shelter, tracking wall accessories, wranch shelves, rocket tracks and magnetic storage. The lifetime warranty specifically guarantees that if the Husky Hand tool or storage product permanently fails, the user can bring it back for a free replacement, no-hassle. Husky is a line of
hand tools, pneumatic tools and storage products sold only in Home Depot. In addition to hand tools and garage storage, the Husky Line also includes air COMPRESSORs, air accessories and contents, tools, tool kits, chest tools, auto accessories, garden tools, electrical materials, paint and automotive tools. Many Husky products are
covered by the warranty for a limited number of years. You can find specific warranty information from husky Product Warranty information on home depot website links. I've been buying husky tools for a while but I've heard that husky lines will fall from home depot. Anyone else heard the same thing? Looking around on the net, this
apparently has been a story by Home Depot for many years. While the warranty is large on the box, a lot of people tried to use the warranty when the tools broke: Home Depot did not respect it, and said they are selling the tools to cut. This is for American Home Depot, mind you. once told me if your Home Depot tool collapsed, take them
to Sears and they will replace them for you. Not if this is true and have never tried this myself. I just use Craftsman and have never had a problem bringing in a rack that I am destroyed trying to take lugnuts off tire restraint/canadian is just as good and their lives all guaranteed things if you buy husky tools there is a number one 800
warranty you can call will replace the tool without seeing the bill which means free tools for many people. TalonGuy once told me if your Home Depot tool collapsed, take them to Sears and they will replace them for you. Not if this is true and have never tried this myself. His Husky tools. If you break it, just bring it to HD and are supposed
to give you a new, no questions asked. Appearance HD will give people a hard time right now. I could oath the rumor was that if you bring a broken tool to ANY brand in HD, they'd give you a husky one in return. I'm used to seeing a great display of other other broken-brand tools in HD that seem to add weight to the rim. (ie. they chucked
your broken tool off the display after giving you a new one). But the rumor really doesn't make any logical sense. masterful tires/canadians are just as good and things guarantee their lives I have heard that you are asking you there is evidence of buying now, which is crap, since I have no receipts for the things I bought 5+ years ago had
the same experience... got a husky tool a couple years back as a gift, when it was broken I took it in and could not exchange it because the SKU for the old tool was not in the system. Second problem was that I didn't have a receipt or original wrapping. After a discussion with the manager they swapped it out for the same tool in the new
line. The appearance will bring Rigid tools now. I always buy artists for no questions to ask political returns... I had a problem with a pair of answers I was beneficial to do electric work and was fighting for 10 min.... Even with a receipt. However, the white canvas fabric tool bags are all 15$. So I took these for The Christmas. I use tools but
mastercrap. I had only ever had one spot and I took it to them and they replaced it even though the head was beaten to death. There are no receipts, no question. We buy all kinds of junk from Home Depot as well. Took back quite a few rigid wet/dry shots that failed and did not require a receipt. Just gave us a new one. Guess it depends
on which one you go through and who you talk to. The one from Dufferin and Steeles is right, so it's one in nearby Yorkdale. I Googled HUSKY TOOLS, which led me to this thread on this website. I've read the whole wire; notice the date of the last post. So now my contribution: I fall a HUSKY wrench; could not find it; So I decided it's with
a new one. I call DUMPING HOUSE AT BarrieView Drive (705) 733-2800 where I bought set new. I told the guy on the phone that I needed a 10 millimeter HUSKY, combination-box, open-end wrench; Number 67174 Cr-V. It informed me that they only sold tool sets and not separated pieces and gave me a 1-800 number named and told
me that was HUSKY USA. I called one 800 463-9872 that turned out to be STANLEY CANADA; And then press #2, then press #1. I spoke with Tanis (Oct 5/09@1:45pm) that informed me that the sailors (STANLEY) couldn't find individual pieces, but rather only complete lay wrench. He (Tanis) told me that the wrench number that I gave
him (67174 Cr-V) meant nothing to STANLEY but that he had a discontinued 10mm HUSKY wrench that he would ship me. A nice gesture, but this doesn't encourage me to buy any more HUSKY tools. Too bad, because they're a decent tool as tools go but their marketing instead flaws say the least. When I want to buy a wrench, I don't
want to go on a demand; I just want to wrench there. You can buy just the Auto Princess wrenches, but it adds up fast. There's one in Barrie. Not that close to you, but nothing really close to Borden. About 3 years ago I broke a deep socket. Off I went to Crappy Shooter was he exchanged for a Mastercraft at the same size for no charge I
bought more tools from Napa. The pro thing is good and has a lifetime guarantee. They also will replace their broken competitors tools for free. One of the main reasons I like the ultrapro thing is the sockets and other tools always have their size and name coupon for them. Case-tires and crafts now have the laser etched trash and rub of
writing soon interrupted and is illegal. I refused to warrant because the brand of socket or part number can't read anymore. I have always bought tools but in sets, between my Father and me, we have very complete sets of turns, sockets, etc. I believe I've only ever broken a couple of sockets into what most companies would claim to be
abuses of the tool. While some might say that snapon &amp; higher end and uber shading are more expensive tools never break and therefore better, I would argue that they are able to bring any tools (I literally bring sockets back to shade of range) and not be asked a question about how it's broken, never complicated, just but a
replacement – is worth the savings on the occasion that it happens. I used to work as a mechanical heavy learning equipment, and when the snapon trucks would roll through the mechanics I worked with would try to guarantee their daily use and tear out sockets (yes they laid out more than 20 years) only to be denied like the terms of the
snapon warranty. I cut rep which stated that they only replace broken down, and not tore out the tool in which the mechanics would respond if you don't replace it now, the next time you come it will be broken also, I find the new MTS tools to be very good as possible secondary, but they did not have the Again. You can buy just the Auto
Princess wrenches, but it adds up fast. There's one in Barrie. Not that close to you, but nothing really close to Borden. I appreciate your answer with Yes Princess Auto selling wrenches separately, however store them on 11 Commerce Park Drive in Barrie (705) 739-0575 has its own line of spin, (POWERFIST). They don't sell HUSKY
brand tools; I asked them. I'm not interested in the overall wrenches at this time, but rather a specific wranch one; a HUSKY #67174 Cr-V full polish chrome 10mm combination, replacing the currently missing one in my former complete set of HUSKY wrenches. Sure, I could go to Sears, Canadian Shooter, Home Materials, Car Demands,
the CO-OP grower or 400 walk the fleet and buy any 10mm walk and throw it in there. The point is; I should not have.Home Depot can only replace that particular wrench by selling me another complete wrench set. I have no intention of buying eleven more wrenches to get the specific one and correcting that be part of this series. This is
just not the way I do things, and if that's the way HUSKY wants to walk the tools, the settings themselves up for extensions. A man at HUSKY has shown a serious lack of vision and just is not seeing the bigger picture. Home Depot doesn't seem to care with nor do Stanley Or they would correct this freeze omitted into their stock and their
control of it. Until they do, I'm done with Home Depot and HUSKY tools. Last editor: October 19, 2009 your husky wrench was a stanley re-branded and is probably made by some offshore contractor. learning is manufactured, shipped, sold as a full range and nobody has to sell you a single replacement. Buy one 10mm artist or
mastercraft and get on with life. the tools on function, not markings or aesthetic. no one actually cares if they all match up. Tools are like shoes... You'll still be able to tell the difference between Manolo and 725... I appreciate your answer with Yes Princess Auto selling wrenches separately, however store them on 11 Commerce Park Drive
in Barrie (705) 739-0575 has its own line of spin, (POWERFIST). They don't sell HUSKY brand tools; I asked them. I'm not interested in the overall wrenches at this time, but rather a specific wranch one; a HUSKY #67174 Cr-V full polish chrome 10mm combination, replacing the currently missing one in my former complete set of HUSKY
wrenches. Sure, I could go to Sears, Canadian Shooter, Home Materials, Car Demands, the CO-OP grower or 400 walk the fleet and buy any 10mm walk and throw it in there. The point is; I should not have. Household material can only replace that particular wrench by selling me another complete wrench set. I have no intention of buying
eleven more wrenches to get the specific one and correcting that be part of this series. This is just not how I do things, and if that's the way HUSKY wants to walk they set themselves up to disappear. A man at HUSKY has shown a serious lack of vision and just is not seeing the bigger picture. Home Depot doesn't seem to care with nor do
Stanley Or they would correct this freeze omitted into their stock and their control of it. Until they do, I'm done with Home Depot and HUSKY tools. People who do really suck though, I dig the whole internet whilst it's been slow here at work, and this is the only husky thing I could find. I really find it odd that you can only find certain sizes of
wrenches individually... 3DHusky-reviews-12087-page1-sort0.html People really suck though, I searched the ENTIRE internet whilst it was slow here to work, and this is the only husky thing I could find. I really find it odd that you can only find certain sizes of wrenches individually... it is really just the new world economy. you setup a one-
time contract for Manufactured + Wrapping Base for a preset criterion. don't sell only the package product you don't need to track, manufacture and manage single wrenches that are lowered over your head. you also don't need to dedicate retail spaces to single, which aren't usually big sellers. it is really just the new world economy. you
setup a one-time contract for Manufactured + Wrapping Base for a preset criterion. don't sell only the package product you don't need to track, manufacture and manage single wrenches that are lowered over your head. you also don't need to dedicate retail spaces to single, which aren't usually big sellers. They sell certain sizes
individually though, just by the size it requires. They sell certain sizes individually they are no longer huskey/stanley. these are probably from along with damaged returns. These large ship chains in a central location and sell them off in bulk as many sell lots. they could re-sell individually at this point or recycle as draft. Last editor: October
16, 2009 Interesting wire, and yup, to thin about while terrified, will not replace damaged eye tools* such as a broken screw tip used as a pry bar) or torn out. I witnessed that, and returned my new screw driver series which I had no longer opened in the handwriting on truck... artists to use everyday things. There's always torment on things
to better, but mostly specialty tools. 90 percent of my stuff is a mixture of crafts, and crappytire stuff. There's a few barely on these things, with a bunch of auto princess and cargo things harbor that works just fine if you're not using it on a daily basis. Mechanical Home.. stick with attitude and mastercraft. But if you get a chance while you
are in their state, go apart from it. The selection is great, and if it's on sale, a big deal. I have a couple of old sets of sky, and husky. But getting them replaced is a pain. Now I just stay away, and stick with the two brands aforsioned. C looks as if you want a set of matching. Even if you get someone to give you one Husky 10mm wrench,
the chances of it matching the rest of your collection can be remote depending on how old it is. I have several complete sets of Mastercraft mastercraft and all that often, to change the design. A full set that doesn't match is better than a non-complete set. If you need a 10mm wrench, just buy one. The bolt or nut you are turning it off and
won't know the difference. And to the reference: Sure, I could go to Sears, Canadian Shooter, Home Materials, Demand Machines, the co-OP grower or the fleet 400 market and buy any 10mm walk and throw it in there. The point is; I should not have. In your original post, you indicate that you fell to it and lost it: I spilled a HUSKY wrench;
could not find it; So I decided to replace it with a new one. Why should a company be required to provide you with a tool you lose. If he misses, that's one thing. But you lose it. That hardly the fault manufacturers. Last editor: Oct 18, 2009 It looks as if you want a matching series. Even if you get someone to give you one Husky 10mm
wrench, the chances of it matching the rest of your collection can be remote depending on how old it is. I have several complete sets of Mastercraft mastercraft and all that often, to change the design. A full set that doesn't match is better than a non-complete set. If you need a 10mm wrench, just buy one. The bolt or nut you are turning it
off and won't know the difference. And in reference to: In your original post, you indicate that you fall it off and lose it: Why should a company be asked to provide you with a tool you lose. If he misses, that's one thing. But you lose it. That hardly the fault manufacturers. First of all, if you're going to quote me, quote what's important. From
my original post on this thread; When I want to buy a wrench.... That's right... I told buyers! You quoted me from context making a non-secure remarks. I never ask anyone who gives me a wrench just because I lost one! I asked the Depot House to sell me a new one. Second, there's no reason why it shouldn't exactly be the same market
like the one I lost, because the exact same lay wrench (#476 666) retina the rack of Depot in House right now; and according to the lifetime warranty on the back of the series, Husky is required to provide a replacement when certain criteria are met. I realize, before you insult my intelligence, seemingly the wrench does not meet these
criteria and I never suggest otherwise. That I can't buy one, when the damn god things are hanging right on the wall where I can see they are falling*, and more than I can picks in a week. The point is; I should not have, mean precisely what he says. I shouldn't go anywhere else and replace the wranch that I bought at Home Depot. I
should be able to buy wrench from Home Depot as the controller besides for Husky tools and will still sell the wrenches. When I want to buy a wrench, I don't want to go on a demand; I just want to wrench there. in this case your best bet is buying upmarket. menen on, mac, hazet, protos, and dealers grilling samples or they will get one in
a hurry without if you ask. The large box stores are just not interested in stocking anything less than the common sets. First of all, if you're going to quote me, quote what's important. From my original post on this thread; When I want to buy a wrench.... That's right... I told buyers! You quoted me from context making a non-secure remarks.
I never ask anyone who gives me a wrench just because I lost one! I asked the Depot House to sell me a new one. Second, there's no reason why it shouldn't exactly be the same market like the one I lost, because the exact same lay wrench (#476 666) retina the rack of Depot in House right now; and according to the lifetime warranty on
the back of the series, Husky is required to provide a replacement when certain criteria are met. I realize, before you insult my intelligence, seemingly the wrench does not meet these criteria and I never suggest otherwise. That I can't buy one, when the damn god things are hanging right on the wall where I can see they are falling*, and
more than I can picks in a week. The point is; I should not have, mean precisely what he says. I shouldn't go anywhere else and replace the wranch that I bought at Home Depot. I should be able to buy the wrench from Home Depot as they are the exclusive reward for Husky tools and will still sell their wrenches. You're absolutely right. I
apologize to me. I posted very late and gresked on your post and didn't read well enough. My sincere appology. But we're talking about a wrench. Not a matching set of tires or wheels where matching is slightly more important. Is it really that important to have a series match? There are things in life that ARE WAY more important than a
set of matching wrenches. I just lost 2 co-workers in the last 3 days. Somehow, I see this problem you have from a completely different perspective. I apologize for my post. Carry on with your vein. artery.
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